Multivariate statistical analysis for selecting optimal descriptors in the toxicity modeling of nanomaterials.
The present study is based on the application of a multivariate statistical analysis approach for the selection of optimal descriptors of nanomaterials with the objective of robust qualitative modeling of their toxicity. A novel data mining protocol has been developed for the selection of an optimal subset of descriptors of nanomaterials by using the well-known multivariate method principal component analysis (PCA). The selected subsets of descriptors were validated for qualitative modeling of the toxicity of nanomaterials in the PC space. The analysis and validation of the proposed schemes were based on five decisive nanomaterial toxicity data sets available in the published literature. Optimal descriptors were selected on the basis of the maximum loading criteria and using a threshold value of cumulative variance ≤90% on PC directions. A maximum inter-class separation(B) and the minimum intra-classes separation(A) were obtained for toxic vs. nontoxic nanomaterials in the PC space with the selected subsets of optimal descriptors compared to their other combinations for each of the datasets.